
3.)  Cut sections of the double back adhesive tape to a length of 13-19mm (1/2-3/4”),  five pieces are all that will be 
required. Apply the double back adhesive tape  in the locations shown in the picture, make sure the tape does not 
overhang into the tooth portion of the chainring.

2.)  Once the fit is verified, clean the chainring and inside of cover (where adhesives will make contact) with contact 
cleaner or alcohol swabs to clean surfaces.  Make sure components are clean and dry before applying the double 
back adhesive tape.
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4.)  Once the adhesive strips are in place, remove the clear protective cover on the tape and install the cover over 
the crank arm and position in final location (do not let cover touch tape during this step).  Center cover on 
chainring perimeter before placing against adhesive tape.  Installation may be aided by laying bike on it’s side  
during this step.  Once the cover is positioned in it’s final location, press against adhesive mounts.  Now press the 
cover down on adhesive strip and hold for several seconds to allow the adhesive tape to create a good bond 
between the chainring and the cover. 

5.)  Installation is now complete. 

1.) Remove pedal (if needed) and move chain to the small chainring.  
Test fit the cover to the crank set before proceeding with the final 
installation process. Due to small variation in chainring and crank arm 
thicknesses, slightly opening up the window in the carbon cover might 
be necessary.  To do so, use a small sanding drum on the Rotary tool  or 
a small piece of sandpaper (~120 grit) wrapped around a small circular 
object like a pen or pencil.  Carbon removes very easily, so please take 
your time as to not remove to much material.

Once the installation is complete , 
apply a good silicon based spray 
shine to the cover for a great looking 
luster appearance, apply regularly as 
needed.  Motorcycle shops offer 
very good products for this purpose, 
I use Maxima SC, Motul and other 
products,  all are very good. 

NOTE:  The cover as delivered will have a dull finish (the cover is straight out of the forming mold, ), this is due to 
having no clear coat paint applied.  We take this approach to keep the cover as light as possible, as well as to lessen 
the chances of aggressive chain cleaners damaging a clear coat if applied. 
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To remove the cover, place the chain on the small chain and remove the pedals (if needed).  Using a thin bladed box 
cutter (similar to the one shown) is the easiest method to separate the cover from the chainring.  

You will take the box cutter and extend the cutting blade as shown. Now locate the position of the adhesive strips 
and slice through the inner foam portion of the tape, this will take a little work as this tape is very tough.

Once the cover is removed the adhesive tape can be pealed off from the chainring and the inside of the cover.

Cover Removal Procedure

Note,  Before Installation of the Cover.
The chainrings typically have a chain catching feature on 
them.  This feature is a small aluminum pin that is 
pressed into a hole on the chainring and slightly peened
over to keep it in place.  This pin is located right behind 
the crankarm.  The carbon cover is designed to have this 
pin removed from the chainring before installation 
begins or the cover will not slide into place.  This pin can 
easily be removed by clamping onto the pin with a pair 
of pliers and wiggling back and forth a few times,  this 
will remove the pin without damaging the chainring (see 
picture below).  If you do not want to remove the 
chainring, then you can take a rotary tool with a small 
cutter and cut a slot into the cover.
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